ASSEMBLING INSTRUCTIONS
FOR WOVEN HEXAGONAL WIRE MESH GABIONS

Gabions made of woven hexagonal wire mesh
Woven gabions are construction elements with rectangular shape of cube or cuboid, made of hexagonal
double twisted wire mesh. Steel wire used for gabion production is protected by thick layer of zinc or zincaluminum alloy for long durability. In high corrosive environments additional PVC coating can be used.
Standard mesh size is 80x100 mm. A piece of gabion basket consists of main body, side panels and
diaphragmas. A piece of gabion mattress does have a separate cover or can be covered with wire mesh from
the roll. At the construction place the gabions are filled with stones.

1. Gabion application – soil use:
- retaining walls
- noise barriers
- reinforcement of the railway embankment,
- prevention of landslides
- roadside reinforcement
- slope consolidation
- landscaping in gardens

2. Gabion application – watter use:
- reinforcement of river banks
- construction of dikes and dams
- flood protection structures
- water melioration works
- riverbed reinforcement
- drains, drainage and infiltration strips

Construction
Before assembling of gabions, the foundations must be made. The foundations doesn't require to be made of
concrete or in the non-freezing depth. Compacted gravel is sufficient enough. The foundation trench is usually
deep about 30 cm (please follow the project instructions), filled with gravel and compacted by vibrating
compactor (rammer, plate compactor).

The first row of gabions shall be placed on compacted gravel.

Gabions are supplied dismantled and pressed into packages for easy transport. It is necessary to assembly
the gabions before filling up with stones. Construction workers must follow these steps:
- open each packed gabion;
- straighten the folded edges, folding was made for transport purposes and may be not geometrically correct;
- there will be side panels and diaphragms inside of gabion after opening;
- stand up the side panels and diaphragms to upright position and fold the gabion body around the bottom
edges of side panels. Do not fold cover, cover will be folded after filling;
- connect (fix) the edges of gabion body together with edges of side panels and diaphrams. The connection
shall be made by lacing wire (usually diam. 2,2 mm) or high tensile wire staples (C-rings).

a) - connection of edges with lacing wire

b) – connection of edges with C-rings. One ring shall
be used in every second mesh (each 15 cm).

Empty preassembled gabion is placed on its final possition and connected to neighbouring gabions. Next
operation is filling the gabions with stones. Size of stone must be larger then mesh size. Minimum size is 63 –
125 mm. Some empty space will remain between the stones of about 30%. Workers can fill the empty space
with smaller stones or gravel. Visible stones in the frontal side (face) of gabion should be carefully placed
manually by hands. Rear part can be filled up by machine. The correct geometrical shape of the gabion
during filling is achieved by using the scaffolding pipes fixed to gabions from outside.

Gabions are filled up in layers. After each layer tie rods (bracing wire) shall be used. Tie rods hold front and
back sides in correct distance and prevent gabion deformation because of stone pressure. For 1 m2 of gabion
face a minimum 4 pcs of tie rods shall be used.

- way of tie rods fixation

After the first raw of gabions was already filled up with stones, the workers can fold and close gabion covers
and connect the edges with lacing wire or C-rings. Then second row is placed on the first one. Both rows
have to be connected one to each other with lacing wire of C-rings.

